
US Judge Says Prosecutors Violated the
Rights of Victims in Jeffrey Epstein
Underage Sex Abuse Case. Trump’s Sec’y of
Labor and Robert Mueller Are Under Fire.

written by GEG | February 25, 2019

Alexander Acosta was the US attorney in Miami at the time and brokered the deal. He now
sits in Trump’s cabinet and is his Secretary of Labor. Special counsel Robert Mueller
led he FBI when the deal was brokered and also has culpability.

Another Mole? President Trump’s Nominee for
Atty General, William Barr, Is Close Friends
with Robert Mueller

written by GEG | February 25, 2019

President Trump nominated William Barr for the position as attorney general. Barr says
he will not hinder or interfere with the Mueller investigation. Barr and Mueller – and
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their wives – are close friends. Mueller attended the weddings of Barr’s children.

James Comey Was Paid $36 Million in 2009!
Author Explains How Comey and Robert Mueller
Used Their Government Positions to Acquire
Personal Wealth

written by GEG | February 25, 2019

James Comey used his position with the FBI to get a job as general counsel with Lockheed
Martin, America’s largest military contractor, and then collected $6.1 million in a
single year in 2009.  He also was given at least 160,000 shares of stocks plus stock
options, which are worth $30-million.

Paul Manafort Found Guilty on Five Tax Fraud
Counts and Three Counts of Bank Fraud and
Failure to Disclose Accounts

written by GEG | February 25, 2019
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Prosecutors claim that he deposited $65-million into foreign bank accounts between 2010
and 2014 while spending over $15-million on luxury purchases over the same time frame –
including such things as real estate and a $15,000 ostrich jacket.

Judge Questions Motives and Honesty of
Mueller’s Investigation of Paul Manafort

written by GEG | February 25, 2019

A federal judge told Mueller’s prosecutors that he knew they were not really interested
in possible bank fraud committed by Paul Manafort but were just trying to force him to
testify against Donald Trump. If Manafort can be frightened into thinking he will go to
prison for the rest of his life on bank-fraud charges dating back to before he worked
for Trump as his campaign manager, the chances are good that Manfort would say anything
to avoid prison even if it were not true. Mueller’s prosecutors are determined to use
Manafort as the path to destroy Trump.
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FBI Raided Home of Longtime Trump Attorney
Michael Cohen, Who Paid Off Stormy Daniels

written by GEG | February 25, 2019

The FBI raided the office and home of Michael Cohen, Trump’s long-time attorney who
allegedly paid adult film star Stormy Daniels $130,000 in hush money just before the
2016 election to silence her about an affair in 2006. The FBI was acting on behalf of
special counsel Robert Mueller. Cohen’s records include attorney client protected
documents.

FBI Deputy Director Andrew McCabe Fired by
AG Jeff Sessions
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Former FBI Deputy Director, Andrew McCabe, was fired on Friday and said that his
dismissal was an attempt to undermine special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation
into Russian meddling. Congress is still awaiting the Inspector General’s report.

Special Counsel Robert Mueller Indicted 13
Russian Citizens for Trolling Against
Hillary on Facebook

written by GEG | February 25, 2019

Special Counsel Robert Mueller indicted 13 Russian citizens and three Russian entities
on charges of interfering in US elections through “sowing discord” on Facebook, and
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organizing events that criticized Hillary Clinton- the charges amount to Russians acting
as ‘Facebook trolls’. Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein admitted that no Americans
were in involved, and there is no charge that the activity altered the outcome of the
election. Mueller has yet to present any evidence of collusion

The Great Anthrax Conspiracy Theory Revived
after White Powder Sent to Trump, Jr.

written by GEG | February 25, 2019

There are no conclusions in this video but lots of connecting the dots. The dots point
toward the CIA as the source of the anthrax.

Paul Manafort Sues Special Counsel, Robert
Mueller, for Going Outside His Jurisdiction

written by GEG | February 25, 2019
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Paul Manafort, Trump’s former campaign manager, is suing Mueller for going outside the
legitimate scope of investigation. Manafort was indicted on 12 counts related to
unlawful financial dealings. The Special Counsel has paid particular attention to the
involvement of Mr. Manafort’s company in a lobbying campaign that ended in 2014, his
bank accounts and tax filings through 2014, and personal expenditures from his political
consulting work, none of which have any connection whatsoever to the 2016 Trump
campaign.

Leftists Threaten to ‘Take the Streets’ If
Mueller Is Fired from His Investigation into
Trump

written by GEG | February 25, 2019
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Former President Obama’s White House ethics lawyer, Walter Schaub, has warned of
“taking to the streets” in case Robert Mueller is fired from the special investigation.
He and other Democrats believe Trump may fire Mueller over the holidays. MoveOn.org, a
leftist organization funded by George Soros, responded on its web site by posting
plans to roll out nationwide ‘rapid response’ rallies that will begin hours after news
breaks of a Mueller firing. Trump’s White House lawyer says flatly that Mueller will
not be fired.

When the Clintons accepted Millions from
Russian Nuclear Industry in Return for
Access to 20% of American Uranium, by
Definition, They Engaged in Racketeering

written by GEG | February 25, 2019
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Special Counsel Robert Mueller and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein are complicit
in approving the Uranium One deal that gave 20% of US uranium to Russia, yet they are
investigating Trump for collusion with Russia!


